uptime
INSPECTION
PACKAGES
by sema equipment

Our Uptime Inspection Process:
1. John Deere Certified Technicians do a thorough inspection of
your equipment, annually.
2. Upon completion, the Technician or Service Manager does a
walk-around with you to review suggested repairs on broken
mechanical parts and worn parts that we believe won’t last the
season or will cause poor machine performance.
3. The Technician will review with you the mechanical parts that

our commitment

If your machine breaks down in the use season, and
SEMA technicians did all the suggested repairs from
the inspection process, you will receive:

1 24-hour
priority service

are showing wear, but will likely perform adequately during the
coming season. These parts might have to be replaced before
the next season and will be reviewed again during the next annual inspection.
4. You will be given a quote including parts and labor to
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complete the suggested repairs.
5. You will be offered the John Deere Financial No Payment, No

Why should I do annual inspections?

Interest financing offers availabe.
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lower overall
maintenance costs

minimize or eliminate
downtime

Reduce or eliminate wasteful spending!
We will catch broken or near-broken mechanical parts
that if not caught, could cause other good parts to fail.
Example: A failed bearing results in the
unnecessary failure of a shaft that runs through
the bearing - causing wasteful spending on the
good part and the labor to replace it.

No more underutilized labor when
downtime goes away!

We will make sure that you are in the fields and
operating to maximize yields and feed quality -all while maximizing your bottom line.
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increased performance

peace of mind

We will make sure that your machine delivers maximum
fuel economy, maximum grain quality, and more crop
throughput by replacing worn parts and inspecting and
adjusting all crop and powertrain delivery systems.

You know your equipment is ready to go, regardless of
the conditions.

no-charge loaner

If we can’t have you up and
running within 48 hours from
time of break-down
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%

discount

on repair parts & labor

Uptime Inspection Packages
Prepare for the upcoming season and prevent downtime with uptime inspections.
Ask your service manager to put it on your John Deere multi-use account and get
270 days no payment, no interest.

Inspection		
planter (per row)
drill		
repaair and calibrate meters (per row)
20 series combines
9000 conventional, sts, or s series combines
combine platform or draper
combine cornhead
self propelled forage harvester
spfh cornhead
spfh hayhead		
self propelled sprayer
tractor		
square or round baler
skid steer		
pull-type forage harvester
mower conditioner
self-propelled windrower
triple mower		

guaranteed

was
$67
$299
$65
$899
$899
$249
$249
$1199
$349
$249
$749
$449
$345
$449
$349
$349
$399
$899

Call your service manager today to schedule uptime inspections!
Delivery and pickup available.

save
$32
$100
$30
$400
$300
$50
$50
$500
$100
$100
$150
$150
$100
$200
$100
$100
$100
$400

now
$35
$199
$35
$499
$599
$199
$199
$699
$249
$149
$599
$299
$245
$249
$249
$249
$299
$499

If we can’t have you up and
running within 48 hours from
time of break-down

put it on your
john deere financial
multi-use account!

No
No
payments

interest

for 270 days!
on all genuine john deere
parts, service and
attachments purchases
Offer ends 5/31/2018. $250 minimum purchase.
For qualified candidates through John Deere
Financial. Prices and availability may vary by
dealer. Some restrictions apply; other special
rates and terms may be available, so see your
dealer for details and other financing options.

